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COVID – 19 

COVID is still a highly spoken about 

topic, and us at West Bromwich 

Neighbourhood Team are still doing 

our utmost to enforce mask wearing, 

social distancing and gatherings in an 

attempt to reduce the spread. 

An example of the above was when 

PC’s were called out to a disorder at a 

store, only to find out it was over a 

male not wearing a mask! The male 

was given some advice regarding 

COVID restrictions and told not to 

return to the shop.  

Busy Afternoon… 

PC’s from West Bromwich NHT have 

arrested a male who was wanted in 

London! The male was arrested for 

burglary offences and failing to 

appear, he was then dealt with 

accordingly. 

On the same day, our PC’s have also 

assisted in finding a missing person! 

There were no worries with them and 

they could go about their business 

whilst the relevant people were 

informed that he has been found 

safe. 

 

Regular patrols 

West Bromwich Neighbourhood Team are 

still regularly patrolling hotspot areas in 

order for us to tackle drug dealing and 

knife crime. Multiple stop searches have 

taken place where appropriate. 

As well as stop searches, regular weapon 

sweeps are being done in order for us to 

ensure none are being hidden around 

West Bromwich for use in the future. 

Domestic Violence 

West Bromwich NHT have arrested a male 

who was wanted for threats to kill in a 

Domestic Violence related incident. After 

attempting 4 different addresses, officers 

found out the persons work address and 

manage to arrest them for their offences. 
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Youths on Motorcycles 

A 14 year old juvenile was witnessed by 

officers on a motorcycle, riding it off-

road through Greets Green Park and 

field. This was a reoccurring incident for 

the residents and officers tirelessly 

worked to catch who was responsible. 

The 14 year olds Motorcycle was seized 

and the juvenile will be dealt with 

accordingly for causing these issues 

repeatedly. The youth was responsible 

for causing ASB repeatedly on the 

Greets Green area and will also be 

facing consequences for this too. 

 

Vehicle crime 

Officers have been busy this week as they 

have seized a vehicle for no insurance 

after it was spotted driving around West 

Bromwich, the vehicle was taken away 

from the owner ensuring there was no 

further issues to occur later in the night! 

Male locked up – positive outcome… 

PC’s have arrested a male for public 

order offences this week after using foul 

language towards members of the 

public.  

However, from this, the male agreed to 

partake in a drugs intervention course 

to help himself for the future, overall a 

positive outcome as we are helping 

them get their life back on track. 

Cannabis Seized 

Our officers have noticed a male sat in a 

parked car smoking. Upon further 

inspection, they have believed it to be 

cannabis, and it was! A search was 

conducted and a roll up of cannabis was 

found, which is what the person was 

smoking. 

The male was asked if he would like to 

attend Cranstoun to help and advise him 

about smoking cannabis, he however 

declined this offer, and is therefore 

facing a trial to enquire why he had this 

cannabis on his persons. 


